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C   G7   C   F   C
Zip-a-dee-doo-dah, zip-a-dee-ay
F   C   D7   G7
My, oh my, what a wonderful day
C   G7   C   F   C
Plenty of sun-shine, headin' my way
F   C   Am   Dm   G7   C
Zip-a-dee-doo dah, zip--a--dee--ay!

G7   C
Mister bluebird on my shoul-der,
   D7
It's the truth, it's "ach'il,"
G   (Tacet)
   Everything is "satisfach'il"

C   G7   C   F   C
Zip-a-dee-doo-dah, zip-a-dee-ay,
F   C   Am   D7   G7   C
Wonderful feel-ing, wonder-ful day!

G7   C
Mister bluebird on my shoul-der,
   D7
It's the truth, it's "ach'il,"
G   (Tacet)
   Everything is "satisfach'il"

C   G7   C   F   C
Zip-a-dee-doo-dah, zip-a-dee-ay,
F   C   Am   D7   G7   C
Wonderful feel-ing, wonder-ful day!